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The Meeting was Called to Order by Celia J. Blue, Board Chair at 6:35 p.m. Attendance was taken and
is recorded as follows:

Board/Committee Members: Celia Blue, Patrick Royce, Amy Vernon, Shelly Yarnie, Bibiche
Zagabe-Ndiku, Dr. Jie Park

Staff in attendance: Heidi Paluk, AnnMarie Little, Dr. Carolyn Cole, Amelie Cabral, Alisha Carpino,
Kelly Gould, Amy Puliafico, Christopher Kursonis

Guest in attendance: Leslie Niar- Promise54

Ms. Blue read the Abby Kelley Mission Statement and noted there were no public comments or old
business.

Ms. Blue noted that the last meeting had a packed agenda and the minutes captured what was discussed well.
Ms. Blue asked for a motion to accept the June 23, 2021 meeting minutes. Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku made the Motion,
it was seconded by Ms. Yarnie. The Board approved the minutes from  June 23, 2021.

Ms. Blue opened the meeting with the Interim Executive Director report by Ms. Paluk. Ms. Paluk began by
explaining that Abby Kelley Foster Charter School had to postpone the opening of school by one day. Ms. Paluk
explained that last Thursday, August 19, 2021, we experienced a flash flood due to a storm in Worcester.
Although most of the AKFCS campus was impacted, the Elementary School suffered the most significant
damage. Ms. Paluk explained that Hurricane Henri was predicted to impact us on Sunday and Monday (August
22-23), calling for more rain and possible flooding.  Since the AKFCS staff were scheduled to return on
Monday, August 23 for professional development, and not knowing what condition the school facilities would
be in, she made the difficult decision to protect staff safety and delay school by one day. Ms. Paluk was happy
to report that additional flooding did not happen on Sunday or Monday, and all staff arrived on Tuesday
morning. School will open for the FY 21-22 school year (tomorrow), Thursday, August 26, 2021

Ms. Paluk explained that we are opening school again with the second year of CoVID and as such, we need to
ensure there are proper protocols in place. Ms. Paluk stated that in addition to all the mitigation strategies we
employed last year (everyone wearing masks, hand sanitizing, frequent cleaning, air circulation/purification,
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and social distancing when possible), AKFCS would be working with CIC Health (a vendor from the state) to
conduct various models of in-school testing.  Ms. Paluk stated that we hope to get the majority of consent from
parents and staff, and informed everyone to look for more information about that. Ms. Paluk explained that it
will be difficult to adhere to social distancing but that we would do our best. Ms. Paluk explained that there is
no social distance mandate from CDC, DPH or DESE so it is not a compliance matter, but rather a best practice.

Ms. Paluk stated that she spoke to families and staff last week via Zoom.  She also attended a panel discussion
sponsored by a local church. She is trying to convey as much information about AKFCS protocols in place to
calm fears/concerns held by families and students. Ms. Paluk explained that some students have not been back
to school and/or out in the community for 18 months and that this is a big adjustment for them. Ms. Paluk stated
that no staff had given pushback regarding wearing masks. Ms. Blue inquired about whether there was any
pushback about the mask mandate from parents. Ms. Paluk stated that there was no big pushback;  there were a
few concerns from parents regarding the length of time their students would be wearing masks. Ms. Paluk stated
that she did explain the decision and they understood the difficult decision the school was in; she reiterated
there would be frequent mask breaks as well as while the students are outside or eating to help the fact they had
to wear masks. Ms. Paluk stated that she was grateful that our entire AKFCS community wants to be safe and
recognizes what we have to do to keep our students and staff healthy.

Mr. Royce inquired about vaccinations and if there was anything coming from the governor or DESE regarding
mandates. Ms. Paluk stated that there was nothing that she was aware of regarding mandates for vaccinations.

Ms. Paluk explained that a mask mandate did go through from DESE just this week and that the school’s
population has to be at a vaccine rate of 80% or greater to pull back on masks on October 1st. Ms. Paluk
explained that anecdotally, our staff is probably at 80%, but our student population is around 50%. Mr. Royce
inquired about how that information was provided and Ms. Paluk explained that the Nurses have access to
immunizations through the state database as part of their job requirements.

Ms. Blue then opened the floor for the different committee updates. Mr. Royce began with the Facilities and
Finance Committee update. Mr. Royce explained that the committee met last Friday and Mr. Brian Snow
(Licensed Site Professional from OHI) attended to brief the group on environmental testing and clean up. Mr.
Royce explained that at this point in time we are slightly ahead of schedule and under budget regarding the
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ongoing soil clean up at the High School. Mr. Royce gave background information for those new to the Board
and explained that this project goes back a few years and connects to some remediation from a neighboring
business. Mr. Royce explained that according to Mr. Brian Snow, there are no issues right now and they will
continue to check, monitor and lead all testing for the foreseeable future. Mr. Grennon shared more information
about the elementary school flooding which Ms. Paluk briefed everyone on earlier in the meeting. Mr. Grennon
explained that his team has been very busy throughout the summer getting everything ready.

Mr. Royce then shared that Alisha and her team were hoping to finish up the audit and that for the year-end, we
have a surplus of $750,000 for the year. Mr. Royce explained that compared to prior years, that is a significant
surplus, especially given the additional CoVID expenses incurred.

Ms. Blue inquired about the follow-up for the environmental issues. Mr. Royce explained that in total this is a
15-20 year process and that after 10 years, things should just be in a monitoring phase. Mr. Royce explained that
this includes monitoring and testing air/soil samples at least once a year (down from 4 times now) to ensure
everything is in compliance. There were no additional questions.

Ms. Blue presented the DEI update. Ms. Blue tabled the DEI Committee motion to approve the DEI Charter so
everyone had time to review the document. Ms. Blue stated that there would be an orientation on September 2,
2021 for new Committee members and that going forward the Committee would be meeting on the 2nd Tuesday
of each month. There were no additional questions.

Ms. Vernon shared the update on the Education Committee. Ms. Vernon explained that the DESE Core Site visit
report from May 2021 was discussed. Ms. Vernon explained that this was a different version of the visit as
DESE was not able to come into the school to see classrooms and/or interview staff in person. Ms. Vernon
stated that 4 out of 9 areas in which we are rated, we met in 3 and partially met in school climate and family
engagement. Ms.Vernon explained that the AKFCS Mission Statement came up repeatedly and we would likely
bring that up for discussion before our charter renewal application in August 2022.

Ms. Vernon explained that the Annual Report is submitted to DESE each year and that it is a template where we
report out what we have done since the last report was submitted. Ms.Vernon explained that it does not leave
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much room for new information and/or initiatives.  AKFCS Annual Report was accepted and approved by
DESE with a few minor edits (ie: dates of budget approval by Board of Trustees.)

Ms. Vernon stated that Dr. Cole gave a presentation of the Districts Social Emotional Learning (SEL) plans
going forward and explained that this year will lay the groundwork for a District-wide approach with a focus on
Tier 1 SEL interventions for all students. Ms. Vernon stated that teachers would be receiving professional
development and that the SEL screening would be happening three times a year (October, January, April) and
we may be using Panorama as a survey and SEL tool.

Each principal gave an update on how things would be different this year compared to next year. Mr. Kursonis
said things would be back to normal (prior to COVID) and Ms. Puliafico stated that the Middle School would
have clubs and activities again and there would be opportunities to work in small groups in the classroom. Ms.
Gould said it would be great to have all students back but for our Kindergarten and first grade, some of them
have never been in a classroom.

Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku asked what the timeline for the SEL screening was. It was explained that there were three
assessments per year and that there are no set dates yet. It was also explained that we were still evaluating what
assessment tool would be used, how we would time it with the DEI survey, ensuring we are not overwhelming
families as we seek information. Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku asked if the nurses are involved in the process regarding
SEL support, especially when it comes to mental health. Ms. Vernon stated that all staff would be involved and
that older students would do a self-assessment and younger students would be assessed by a staff member
and/or families.  Dr. Cole stated that she was currently in the works to get the surveys they would be using. Dr.
Cole stated that in Grade 3 and under, those assessments are completed by the teacher and families and that in
Grades 4 and up, they are self-assessments. Dr. Cole stated that we would use other data such as attendance. Dr.
Cole stated that the nurses are involved if the data shows they are involved (trips to the nurse’s office) and that
she would then analyze the data and provide recommendations.

Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku then asked if interventions would be in-house or outside. Dr. Cole shared that all
interventions would be in house. Dr. Cole also stated that Guidance may take a social group and that Tier 2 may
be more one-on-one counseling (all done by in-house staff). Dr. Cole also explained that the intervention
becomes more intensive as you move up those tiers and that there is always family outreach.
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Mr. Royce asked those of us who were interviewed by DESE this year about the hot button items. Related to
school performance and discipline, Mr. Royce inquired about whether we have talked about having regular
updates with certain areas that are picked up on by DESE. Ms. Paluk explained that we have mapped out a year
of content so as things are released we will bring that to the Educational Committee. Ms. Paluk stated that for
example, iReady results will be shared to show the comparison from last spring to this fall. Ms.Paluk explained
that we have clear agenda topics of what information will be shared and when.  Ms.Paluk explained that
discipline data took a large focus over the 2 days of DESE interviews, but overall our discipline is still low
compared to the state and there was only one sub-group that was slightly high.

Ms. Blue recommended that the Board receive a regular report on discipline. Ms. Paluk explained that in the
students w/ disability sub-group, there was one incident that included multiple students who have IEPs. That
created a shift in the numbers and this is something we will monitor going forward. We will share out on a
regular basis when discipline data is available. Ms. Blue asked if anyone had questions; there were none.

Ms. Blue provided the Governance update and introduced Ms. Leslie Niar from Promise54. Ms. Blue stated that
she set the foundation and goal which was to develop a search committee and that Ms. Leslie Niar is here to
provide feedback and answer questions.  Ms. Blue stated that several months ago, the Board did their due
diligence to choose a search firm; the Board selected Promise 54. Ms. Blue stated that initially, the Board
planned to start the search last school year, but that was postponed due to the pandemic. The Board stated they
would conduct the search in the Fall of 2021. Ms. Blue asked Ms. Niar to revise the dates in the plan and update
the Promise54 scope of work. Ms. Blue stated that the framework will help the Board to develop the initial
deliverables and ends with the Board taking over interviews and final decisions.

Ms. Blue then turned it over to Ms. Niar to add additional information. Ms. Niar stated that she is a founding
partner at Promise54 and that this firm does all its work in the educational space. Ms. Niar stated that she has
been focusing on educational space for approximately a decade and that their search firm is focusing on equality
and inclusion, and ensuring the location is a good place to work. Ms. Niar stated that small network charter
schools are a field of interest for her and that she was excited to be working with the school, and noted the DEI
work, as well as the curriculum work the school is currently working on. Ms. Niar stated the work that
happened at the front end of the search is some of the most important work of the search (stakeholder
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engagement; buy-in and support). Ms. Niar explained that the Executive Director position description is a
marketing piece and that the company wants to get to know us well enough to ensure they are putting together a
quality position description. Ms. Niar explained that once the company knows what the school is looking for,
the company will create a rubric that identifies the competencies that the school is looking for.

Ms. Niar explained that this will help the Board reach a consensus and then, the company will launch the
position description, do some advertising, and will reach out to some applicants they feel would be a good fit.
Ms. Niar explained that they will actively pursue the involuntary market and will sell AKFCS to applicants and
will be speaking with the Board as this is happening. Ms. Niar explained that talent is tight, so we will have to
be smart and thoughtful about why a candidate may want to join the organization.

The floor opened up for questions. Dr. Park inquired about what the market is like since Ms. Niar said the talent
was tight. Ms. Niar shared that they are seeing a shift and that in the early days of COVID people were
hunkering down and did not want to take certain risks. Additionally, Ms. Niar stated that people were being
called upon within their current roles and were too busy to seek a new job. Ms. Niar stated that this has shifted
and that people are coming out into the light and this COVID experience has people thinking about what they
want to be doing.

Ms. Niar stated that competition in the market, specifically people of color, who have specialized skills in the
DEI word is in large demand and that they are seeking organizations that match their values and where they can
effect change. Ms. Niar stated that schools have to show that they are open to change.

Dr. Park then asked in terms of process, does Promise54 stay with the search committee or part ways. Ms. Niar
stated that they do part ways once the rubric is completed, however, there will be some communication
regarding the rubric before the second half of the process.

Mr. Royce then asked if Ms. Niar could share how the Promise 54 firm would work with the search committee
itself. Mr. Roycer stated that over this 10-week process a lot would happen and wanted to know if Promise 54
would be here as more of a support function? Ms. Niar stated that at the beginning of the process we will have
check-ins on a weekly basis and those phone calls include checking-in, calibrating and ensuring what the search
firm is saying to applicants is accurate. Ms. Niar stated that she would reach out to all candidates initially and
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there would be a tracking document to show what is going on throughout the process. Ms. Niar stated that she
will be very transparent and will ensure that the Board knows what is going on. Ms. Niar stated that there would
also be check-ins periodically throughout the search.

Mr. Royce asked if, at week 10, there would be a hand-off point and how many candidates would we be given.
Ms. Niar shared that the Board will have an electronic file w/ trackers for everyone who has applied for the job
and they will be sorted by a ranking such as compelling or not. Ms. Niar stated that each compelling candidate
will have a folder with a narrative written by herself that shares more information than what was on the resume
and that it will also include some demographic information and some initial qualities perceived by Ms. Niar.

Ms. Yarnie inquired about the work that starts after week 10 and wanted an expanded explanation of what
promising candidates would look like and the quantity. Ms. Niar shared that she cannot predict how it will look
but that it will depend on the market. Ms. Niar stated that quality candidates mean they can do this job because
they check every box;  another group of candidates may have a strength in one area the school says is very
important and yet have area(s) they are weak in. Ms. Niar stated that these candidates, although they have
weaknesses, may be potential candidates as they could work with the leadership team in place. A third group of
candidates may have fewer boxes checked. Ms. Niar stated that generally they see 8-10 candidates that are the
most promising, and if you have 4 candidates that the search committee and/or firm are excited about, that is a
great pool of candidates.

Ms. Blue asked if the search committee will have some input on the number of final candidates. Ms. Niar stated
that there may be some candidates she did not feel were strong yet the search committee may see something she
didn’t and they can be added to the pool.

Ms. Vernon asked if Ms. Niar could tell the board more about the competency rubric. Ms. Niar shared that the
rubric usually has 10-12 competencies and Ms. Niar provides support on how to define each one. Ms. Niar
stated that she offers interview content that will give the committee evidence to help determine if the candidate
met the competency (using a  2,1,0,-1,-2 rating scale).

Ms. Vernon then asked if there was any way for Promise54 to support the Board during the time they are not
contracted to support and if there were any tools they can offer. Ms. Niar stated that the Board will have the
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rubric and that everything is driven by the rubric. Ms. Niar stated that the Board can have meetings focused on
how to use the rubric and calibrate and that other services can be added if the school considers extending the
contract. Ms. Niar stated that within the 10 weeks, she will do her best to give the school what the school has
asked for, but she cannot add additional services without adding them to the contract.

Ms. Blue shared that she does have a background in HR and recruiting so the Board will not be without support.
Ms. Blue stated that she will be happy to chair and share her experience. Ms. Blue shared that the search
committee will need some support as the previous search committee did have some admin support and there
were some things that we will need to discuss and determine after the 10 weeks of the contract are up.

Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku asked for clarification on how the search for candidates would be done. Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku
stated that by looking at our timeline, we are looking to finalize the ED job description in week 3, and by week
5 phone interviews would be scheduled. She inquired if more time was needed. Ms. Niar stated that she will
start work at the beginning of September, do some outreach, and put the job description together. Ms. Niar
stated that she would complete first-round interviews by calling people she thinks may be interested and she
will do some research to determine possible candidates, and she will reach out to all charter leaders on the East
Coast. Ms. Niar stated that she will not just cross her fingers and hope people will apply for the job and that the
plan is to launch it in the first few weeks, then spend the next 7 weeks recruiting. Ms. Niar stated that candidates
can still apply past the active recruiting period, and those resumes will be passed along.  Ms. Niar was thanked
for her time and exited the meeting. Mr. Royce also dropped off due to a previous commitment.

The Board began a discussion about the makeup of the committee. It was noted that Ms. Yarnie chaired the last
committee in January of 2020 and that committee was 9 members, 3 board members, faculty/staff, parents,
students or alumni, and DEI consultants.

Ms. Blue asked for feedback and suggestions regarding the make-up committee. Ms. Blue inquired about how
we would give stakeholders the ability to participate in the committee; last time we had applicants send a letter
of interest. Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku wanted to know how they would proceed with the selection of the candidates for
the search committee. Ms. Blue said that the board decides the makeup of the search committee to ensure we
had representation to be inclusive. She stated that the email process was a good process because it has a date
stamp on which letters of interest came in when.
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Ms. Blue wanted to determine the makeup of the committee and then discuss the requirements.
Ms. Blue stated that last time we had 9 members total:  3 board members (Shelly Yarnie, Randy Schmidt, and
Susan Scully-Hill), 4 faculty/staff (Amy Emma, Greg Shannon, Michelle Vigneux, AnnMarie Little), 1 parent
(Bibiche Zagabe-Ndiku), 1 DEI/Community Rep (Robert Jones). We did not have a student/alumni. Ms. Blue
stated that Ms.Yarnie was the chair and a Board member is always a chair as this is a committee of the Board.
It was noted that there was more admin than faculty on the committee last time (Amy, Michelle, AnnMarie) and
Ms. Blue stated that the decision of who would be on the committee should include previous experiences, letters
of interest, and how they would represent the committee.

Ms. Vernon suggested that instead of a letter, having applicants answer a question or two.

Ms. Yarnie shared that in the last search the “letter of interest” was just a description of their experience and
why they were interested. Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku added that historically there may have been some
recommendation by the administration as to which parents may be a good fit for this panel and suggested asking
them to consider having parents recommended for the panel. Ms. Blue stated that she supports that
recommendation.

Ms. Blue also stated that she supports sending a bulleted list of questions to interested staff including what
position they hold(parent, staff, etc), their experience, and what they would like the Board to know. Ms. Blue
stated that if the Board has more people than open spots, the Board will ensure they have representation from
each school. After some discussion amongst the Board, it was decided:
The 2021 committee will be comprised of a total of 9 members with the following:

- 3 board members who are not parents
- 1 staff member from each school (teacher, counselor, etc)
- 1 principal or assistant principal
- 2 parents who are not board members

It was noted that there was frustration from staff during the last search as they felt they were not being
represented. Ms. Blue stated that there will be no DEI rep since the search firm will be focused on that and they
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would remove the high school students as this process could be very taxing and overwhelming for a high
schooler. It was noted that in the past, alumni also struggled to keep up with committee requirements and needs.
It was decided not to include a high school student or alumni in the committee, but they will be part of the
stakeholder engagement piece.

It was decided that the Board members will be Dr. Park, Ms. Blue, and Mr. Royce. Ms. Blue asked for a Motion
to Approve a Search Committee.  The Motion to approve the formation of a search committee consisting of 9
members:

- with the makeup of faculty, parents, board members:
- 1 principal/Assistant,
- 3 staff (one from each building)
- 2 parents, non-board members, and
- 3 board members.
- Stakeholder engagement will include high school students and alumni groups to ensure their feedback

was given.
- The search committee will be tasked with facilitating the search for the next Executive Director at Abby

Kelley Foster Charter Public School
The motion was made by Ms. Vernon and Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku seconded the motion.  Motion passed.

Ms. Blue asked for a nomination and then a vote for the chair of the committee. Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku
recommended that they did not vote for a chair today and Ms. Blue stated that if the Board does not nominate a
chair today, they cannot start the behind the scene work, and the kick-off is scheduled for September 15, 2021.

Ms. Blue stated that if the board did not vote today, they would have to adjust their timeline by a few days.
The Board decided to table the nomination for a chair until the next board meeting on September 22, 2021. Ms.
Blue stated that some work can start behind the scenes, such as the website. Dr. Park reminded the Board that
time is of the essence as the candidate pool may be smaller as other districts are already in their hiring process.

The floor then opened up for the Governance discussion. Ms. Blue and Mr. Royce worked to clarify and update
the Bylaws and Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku complimented how the updated Bylaws are more clear and with fewer gray
areas.
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Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku recommended creating a Bylaw committee to provide a team to look deeper at the Bylaws
and to recommend change. Ms. Yarnie shared the Bylaw documents are very clear and easy to read and
understand and stated that things were clear and concise. Ms. Blue clarified that the executive committee gives
additional tools that can be used to give short-term charges and that the executive committee also serves as a
nominating committee. Ms. Blue stated that instead of an executive committee we can also do a governance
committee and that this is something to think about especially as the Board expands and grows.

Ms. Blue shared that Ms. Vernon and Mr. Royce had a few small comments. Ms. Blue stated that there were
some wording points regarding the Board with “managing”, but DESE recommended not having managing
powers so it was suggested that they change the wording.  Ms. Blue stated that the Education Committee and
Facilities and Finance Committee needed a description added in the bylaws but that the DEI committee did not
need a description due to the structure of the committee as it is not an extension of the board.

Ms. Zagabe-Ndiku recommended that we use the same wording for “AKFCS”, and that the “Board” should be
the “Board of Trustees”. Ms. Blue encouraged the Board to continue reviewing the Bylaws and offer
suggestions for Mr. Royce and Ms. Vernon to incorporate. Ms. Paluk stated that she would send Ms. Vernon an
email with Ms. Little’s feedback from the June version.

Ms. Blue stated that this discussion will continue at the next board meeting and asked that the Board get
comments and feedback to Ms. Vernon and Mr. Royce.  Ms. Blue stated that they will follow up as needed and
hopefully a vote can be made next month. The upcoming Board meetings dates were discussed.

Ms. Blue made a motion to adjourn the meeting. The motion was made by Ms. Yarnie and seconded by Ms.
Zagabe-Ndiku. The meeting was adjourned at 8:55 p.m.
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